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INTRODUCTION

Greece has found itself at
the epicentre of a major
humanitarian crisis. In 2015,
some 856,700 refugees and
displaced people arrived
at the country's borders,
seeking a safe and secure
future in Europe. 1
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This number dropped significantly in 2016 partly as a result of the EU-Turkey deal which
came into effect in March, and border closures
along the so-called “Western Balkan route” to
the north of Greece. However, many continued
to make the treacherous journey to Greece.
By 13th November 2016, the country had
welcomed more than 170,000 refugees and
displaced people, equating to an average of 61
arrivals each day throughout the course of
the year2.

But the country has been
struggling with the sheer
volume of applications, causing
long delays to the process,
which often takes more than a
year to reach completion.3 As
of 21 November 2016, UNHCR
recorded 34,700 refugees and
displaced people living within
its sites in mainland Greece,
and a further 16,500 on the
Greek islands,
which is more
As a first port of entry into the
than double
European Union, Greece finds
the official
capacity.4
itself handling a large number of
Since then,
asylum claims with little support
Greece has
from the European Union and other
undertaken
initiatives
member states.
to relocate

individuals from the islands to the mainland.
However, the European Union subsequently
prohibited this practice - arguing that it would
lead to the collapse of the ‘EU-Turkey deal’,
which explicitly states that individuals must be
held on the Greek island camps, registered, and
sent back to Turkey.
While Greece has become one of the main
transit points for refugees reaching Europe,
it may also among the least economically
equipped to deal with this challenge. The Greek
government is burdened with harsh austerity
measures implemented by the EU and the IMF.
The country’s economy has shrunk by almost
30% since the onset of the financial crisis in
2008 - and while observers are hopeful that
a recovery is now in sight, Greece remains
crippled by debt. This has had a real impact on
livelihoods. Unemployment levels have become
a serious problem - youth unemployment

Photo: Claire Veale

1. UNHCR, ‘Global Trends: Forced Displacement in 2015’ http://reliefweb.int/sites/reliefweb.int/files/resources/576408cd7.pdf
2. UNHCR, ‘Greece Data Shapshot: 13 Nov 2016’ http://data.unhcr.org/mediterranean/download.php?id=2164
3. RRE acknowledges that this is not particular to the Greek context only; long delays are inherent in the current asylum system in most European countries.
4. UNHCR, ‘Europe Refugee Emergency’ (21/11/2016) https://data.unhcr.org/mediterranean/download.php?id=2173
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reached 49% in the last quarter refugee camps in mainland Greece. From 7
to 12 November 2016, a team of experienced
of 2015 5 - and poverty levels
researchers and interpreters visited nine
have soared.
different settlements, as well as a number of
Meanwhile, new refugee
squats and community centres, in Greece. They
arrivals to the country continue investigated potential human rights violations
to suffer and conditions in the
occurring among the people living there, and
country’s many refugee camps their future plans and aspirations. We hope
remain deeply concerning.
that our research will help to shed light on the
situation faced by refugees and
form the basis of a strong call
In 2016 a number of
to action - encouraging a firm
international bodies,
and sustainable solution to
the ongoing humanitarian
including Medecins
crisis in Europe.

Sans Frontieres and
Amnesty International,
spoke out about the
"appalling conditions"
and "immense and
avoidable suffering" faced
by those living in camps
on the Greek islands.

In this context, Refugee Rights Europe, in
partnership with Immigrant Council of Ireland
(ICI) and Denise Charlton & Associates, set out
to conduct in-depth, first-hand research across

It must be acknowledged
that this research focuses
on a very specific context.
At any given time, there are
approximately 50 settlements
in Greece, excluding a number
of refugee-squats, which
have emerged predominately
in the Athens area. These
settlements vary greatly in
size, in the quality and extent
of services provided, shelter
type, and camp management
arrangements.

Living conditions also vary dramatically
between these sites. For instance, at the time
of our research, Skaramagas Dock - a refugee
settlement near Athens - was home to more
than 3,000 refugees, while nearby Rafina
housed less than 200. Moreover, while a few
camps receive designated EU funding for a
full range of services, others rely on smaller
volunteer-led groups to fulfil basic needs
such as healthcare or child protection. It is
also important to stress that refugees tend to
experience very different conditions on the
islands and in some areas of northern Greece
- both of which fall outside the scope of our
current research.
By the same token, the study provides a
snapshot of a very specific period of time – a
number of months after the EU-Turkey deal,
the closure of the border with FYR Macedonia,
and the eviction of the notorious Idomeni camp
in northern Greece. The situation for refugees in
the country remains continually in flux, subject
to change both in response to global political
events but also local, organisational changes.
Nevertheless, the adversities outlined in this
report paint an alarming picture of the context
faced by displaced individuals in Europe, and
call for firm and immediate policy action.

5. Eurostat (2016) http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statistics-explained/index.php/File:Table_1_Youth_unemployment,_2015Q4_(%25).png
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Methodology and Limitations

The purpose of our
first - hand data collection
is to provide policymakers,
advocacy groups and the
general public with an
insight into the conditions
faced by refugees and
displaced people within
European borders

Methodology and Limitations

In contrast to the United Nations Refugee
Agency (UNHCR) and the International
Organisation for Migration (IOM) who are
responsible for data collection in many of
the state-run camps in Greece, our data and
research is independently collected with
the sole aim of informing public debate and
contributing to a long-term resolution to the
current humanitarian crisis. In light of these
objectives, our research focuses on three key
areas: human rights infringements, unmet
humanitarian standards, and future plans
and aspirations.
In September 2016, a small RRE delegation,
working with partners from Help Refugees
and RefuComms, undertook a scoping mission
in order to negotiate access to the state-run
camps but, most importantly, to discuss the
study with camp residents and obtain their
consent. As a result, camps in Ritsona, Oinofyta,
Malakasa, Skaramangas, Elliniko, and Lavrio
Town were identified in southern Greece,
alongside a number of squats and community
centres in central Athens, and Katsikas camp in
north-western Greece.
The survey was coordinated by the RRE
Coordination Team, spearheaded by Marta
Welander, with additional support from a field
research coordinator from St Joseph University
in Beirut who has led similar studies in Syrian
refugee camps across Lebanon.

During the study,
undertaken in Greece from
7 to 12 November 2016,
RRE's 25 academic
researchers conducted 278
surveys in either English,
Arabic, Dari or Kurdish.

The study was guided by
ethical checklists that
are underpinned by data
protection policies, child
safeguarding policies and
a robust risk register to
ensure the security and
dignity of all participants.

and monitoring, leading us
instead onto a path of socalled snowball sampling and
bus stop methodology.

As a result of these factors,
selection bias could not always
be avoided, and we were at
times unable to steer the
sample and stratification as
much as we would ideally have
liked to. Nonetheless, despite
these many challenges and
All researchers attended a compulsory induction constraints, our research team
day in Greece to stress the importance of strict
was able to obtain a large
adherence to all RRE policies.
amount of data relating to the
conditions in which refugees
In most cases, RRE’s research teams adopt
and displaced people are
a methodology of random selection - using
forced to live within
stratification and continuously monitoring
European borders.
the breakdown of demographic groups within
the sample, to ensure that the final data is
representative of a given situation. We initially
This report seeks to
planned to employ this methodology in Greece,
highlight some of
but external conditions and barriers (including
these issues and
but not limited to the refusal of authorities to
grant us access to the camps) made it necessary raise awareness of
for us to be flexible in our approach.
Despite extensive efforts to gain official
ministerial authorisation to conduct the
research, RRE was denied access to a number of
the camps identified. However, camp residents
themselves expressed a strong desire to take
part in the survey and have their voices heard.
As a result, we set up surveying stations outside
a number of sites, including Elliniko, Oinofyta
and Skaramangas. We also chose to add a
number of squats and community centres in
Athens to the study, in order to diversify the
sample further and gain access to additional
respondents. This limited our ability to follow
the methodology of random selection sampling

the status
of human rights
within
camps in Greece.

We have chosen to structure
the research findings around
the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights, demonstrating
how the EU is falling short of
expectations in its treatment of
those who arrive at its shores
to seek protection through the
asylum system.

The format was semi-structured, and focused
predominately on individuals over the age of 18.
In total, 59.4% of respondents were men and
40.6% women.
Each member of the academic research team
had field experience of working with refugees
and displaced people, or similar groups. The
researchers were recruited from a pool of over
800 applicants and included native speakers in
Arabic, Farsi, Dari and Kurdish.
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*Refugee Rights Europe relays the voices of displaced people in Europe, reporting what respondents tell us. Meanwhile, we have not been able to verify claims through official sources. Throughout
the report, wording such as "30% had experienced police violence" means that 30% of respondents said they had experienced police violence, but such claims have not been possible to verify.  

"Whereas recognition of the
inherent dignity and of the
equal and inalienable rights
of all members of the human
family is the foundation of
freedom, justice and peace in
the world... Now, therefore
the general assembly
proclaims this universal
declaration of human rights
as a common standard of
achievement."
- Universal Declaration of Human Rights, Preamble
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Article 1 :
All human beings are
born free and equal in
dignity and rights

Article 1: All human beings are born free and equal in dignity and rights

The following graphs outline the demographic
composition of the research sample:

MEN / WOMEN

AGES

Photo: Claire Veale

18. Research Component 1: Interviews with 38 refugee women.
19. Research Component 1: Interviews with 38 refugee women.
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Article 1: All human beings are born free and equal in dignity and rights

MARITAL STATUS

EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND
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Article 1: All human beings are born free and equal in dignity and rights

PROFESSIONAL BACKGROUND
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Article 1: All human beings are born free and equal in dignity and rights

Time spent in Greece

42.59%

25.56%

1.85%

2.69% 2.59% 2.59% 2.59%

6.30%
3.33%
1.48%
1.11%

5.56%
1.48%

Time spent in current camp

25.66%

16.23%

8.30%

7.92%

7.92%

9.81%
5.28%

6.42%

9.43%
2.26%
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0.75%
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Article 3 :
Everyone has the right
to life, liberty and
security of person

Article 3: Everyone has the right to life, liberty and security of person

DEATHS

Many respondents said they had witnessed others being hurt or
killed during their journey to Europe. One woman said:

Do you know of any deaths in the camp?

Many people died on the way, but
we did not. Many of our friends
were detained and beaten up.

Another respondent recalled a particularly harrowing account:
“There was a woman on our boat from Turkey to Greece with four
kids, including a new-born baby. About three quarters of the way
through our boat began to sink and we started to swim. The woman
tried to grab the kids to stay afloat but couldn’t manage in time
since she also had the baby in her arms. They drowned. When the
workers from Greece finally arrived to pull us out, she put the baby
in the air until a worker took him. Then she drowned herself. I can
still remember her face.”
Rather than finding safety and security in Greece, many residing
in camps continue to face risks to their lives on a daily basis.
31.6% of respondents knew of at least one death having taken
place inside their camp.

The causes for the deaths ranged
from violence between residents to
chronic disease and lack of adequate
medical treatment.
A number of respondents also cited suicides and attempted
suicides among camp residents.

21
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Article 3: Everyone has the right to life, liberty and security of person

SAFETY AND SECURITY

In total, 16.2% of respondents had experienced
violence by Greek citizens. However, the vast
majority - whether residing in small camps in
remote areas, or asylum centres in towns - were
very happy about the interaction they had
experienced with locals, and many were made
to feel welcome by the Greek people.

Have you experienced violence
by citizens?

What type of citizen violence?

Verbal Abuse
22

Physical Abuse

Sexual Violence

Article 3: Everyone has the right to life, liberty and security of person

A slightly higher proportion of respondents,
19.3%, had experienced violence by someone
inside the camp.

Have you experienced violence by
someone in the camp?

What type of violence by someone inside the camp?

Verbal Abuse
23

Physical Abuse

Sexual Violence

Article 3: Everyone has the right to life, liberty and security of person

In Syria I was afraid of
war. Here I am afraid
of everything.

Photo: Claire Veale

Almost half of all respondents (45.3%) said
they ‘don’t feel safe at all’ or ‘don’t feel very safe’
inside their respective camps. For many this
was due to a lack of security personnel (or their
unwillingness to intervene). Others reported
potential violence inside the camp, men
drinking alcohol, the presence of wild animals
such as wild boards and snakes, and the fact

that they lived in tents and/or did not have a
secure lock on their door.
At one site, fighter jets regularly flew over the
camp. Respondents explained how upsetting
they found this experience, prompting
memories of the war zones they had escaped in
their countries of origin.

Do you feel safe in the camp?

24

We left Afghanistan
to not get killed by
bombs. But will we
just die here instead?

Photo: Claire Veale

Article 5 :
No one shall be
subjected to torture
or to cruel, inhuman
or degrading treatment
or punishment

Article 5: No one shall be subjected to torture or to
cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment

In 2016, several clashes were reported
between refugees and police forces (or military
or security officials) - particularly at the
Greek- Macedonian border and on the islands.
However, our study found relations between
refugees and police in mainland Greece to be
relatively calm.

Have you experienced violence by
police (or security or military
officials) in Greece?

Some 17.1% of all respondents (11.5% of
women) reported experiencing violence by
police (or security or military officials) during
their time in Greece – the most common
type of violence being verbal abuse. While
the presence of police (or military or security
personnel) is limited in camps on the mainland,
this does not appear to be the case on the
islands where a number of respondents
reported encounters with security forces.

What type of police violence?

Verbal Abuse
27

Physical Abuse

Tear Gas

Sexual Violence

Article 5: No one shall be subjected to torture or to
cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment

Some 20.5% of respondents
said they had seen other
refugees being hurt by
police (or security or military
officials), either in their camp
or nearby. This confirmed
our general estimation that
around one fifth of refugees in
Greece’s mainland camps had
experienced police violence
during their time in Greece.

How would you describe the general treatment of refugees
by police (or security or military officials)?

Despite this figure,
respondents generally
described their treatment by
police in Greek camps as
either ‘very good’ (18.43%),
‘good’ (32.16%) or ‘OK’
(38.82%). Several respondents
noted that:

anyone can
enter the camp
and do whatever
they want in the
vicinity of their
caravans
and tents

with some suggesting that
increased policing would
contribute to their sense of
security within the camps.

Photo: Claire Veale
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Article 5: No one shall be subjected to torture or to
cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment

When the border
police caught us
and sent us back,
they treated us in a
respectable way.

24

ARTICLE 7 :
All are equal before
the law and are entitled
without any discrimination
to equal protection of
the law. All are entitled
to equal protection
against any discrimination
in violation of this
Declaration and against
any incitement to
such discrimination

ARTICLE 7: All are equal before the law and are entitled
without any discrimination to equal protection of the law...

At the time of our study, Syrians were the
only one of these national groups to qualify
for relocation within the EU. This programme,
which is supposed to ease the burden of
large refugee populations in Greece and Italy,
has never accepted Afghans - despite their
significant presence in the camps.
In addition, many Afghans reported a further
grievance to researchers: perceived unequal
treatment of refugees and displaced people
inside camps, depending on their country
of origin.

A large number
of Afghans,
from all
camps studied,
reported that
they had been
disadvantaged
compared to
refugees
from Syria.

While RRE acknowledges the anecdotal,
subjective nature of these reports of
discrimination, we believe our findings do shine
a light on potential additional adversities faced
by Afghans during their time in Greece.
Almost half of all Afghans surveyed, some
48%, were residing in tents compared to just
8% of Syrian respondents. Conversely, 48%
of Syrians lived in IsoBoxes compared to just
1% of Afghans. Possibly as a result of these
differences, 58% of Afghan respondents said
their shelter leaked water when it rained,
compared to 42% of Syrians.

Shelter type (Afghan / Syrian)

31
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ARTICLE 7: All are equal before the law and are entitled
without any discrimination to equal protection of the law...

DOES YOUR SHELTER LEAK WHEN IT RAINS?
Afghan / Syrian

32

Afghans also reported experiencing higher
levels of police and citizen violence than
most other groups. Some 27% of Afghans
said they had suffered violence from police or
security staff as opposed to 8% of Syrians. The
difference becomes even starker between those
who reported violence by citizens - 30% of
Afghans compared to 5% of Syrians.

Have you experienced violence by
police or security staff?

Have you experienced violence
by citizens?

Afghan / Syrian

Afghan / Syrian

ARTICLE 7: All are equal before the law and are entitled
without any discrimination to equal protection of the law...

Nothing has upset me
more during my journey
and up to this point than
seeing Afghans being
discriminated against in
favour of Syrians

Access to asylum and
immigration information
Afghan / Syrian

said one Afghan respondent. She reported that
an old Afghan woman in poor health was still
living in the camp, despite a large number of
Syrians being moved into a nearby hotel. If she
was Syrian, the respondent claimed, the woman
would have been prioritised for transfer.
While these findings are not necessarily a
true representation of the treatment of
Afghans and Syrians across all camps in
Greece, it is nonetheless important to
document the differences reported by
these two national groups. This type of lived
discrimination, whether intentional or not, has
a significant impact on the mental and physical
health of refugees and displaced people
from Afghanistan.

The hardest
thing is that
the Syrians get
treated better
than us.

33

Article 9 :
No one shall be subjected
to arbitrary arrest,
detention or exile

Article 9: No one shall be subjected to arbitrary arrest, detention or exile.

One woman, who was held for twelve days, explained how
“there were 2,000 people to one toilet and all the male security
guards would keep the doors open in order to watch us and laugh.”
Another respondent reported that she was held in jail for 15
days with her entire family. One bathroom was shared by about
300 families, and she was denied access to a shower. They were
provided with basic food, but it was almost always infested with
bugs. One woman reported:

Have you been detained in Greece?

I was detained for 20 days and I
was emotionally abused. We were
not treated as humans. We were
crying all the time. Our young
children were crying. We were
shouted at and abused by the
prison guards and the police.

Equally alarming are reports of refugees being detained by
smugglers or other armed groups at various stages of their
journeys. “I was detained once by robbers pretending to be police,”
said one woman. “They brought us to a forest area and robbed us

of all our money and valuables. Later we were kept in detention
in Turkey.”
Meanwhile, only a small percentage, 5.9%, had been detained
during their time in Greece.

Photo: Claire Veale
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Article 12 :
No one shall be subjected
to arbitrary interference
with his privacy, family,
home or correspondence

Article 12: No one shall be subjected to arbitrary interference
with his privacy, family, home or correspondence

family life

The vast majority of respondents, 93.5%,
were in Greece with one or more family
members, such as their spouse, children,
siblings or other relatives.

Who are you with in Greece?

Photo: Claire Veale
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Article 12: No one shall be subjected to arbitrary interference
with his privacy, family, home or correspondence

Upon arrival in Greece, a number of
respondents reported that they experienced
arbitrary separation of families. One
woman recalled:

Married / with spouse in Greece
All respondents

When they arrested us,
they separated men from
women and children. They
were very rough with
the men, I was trying to
protect my husband as
much as I could. The
kids were crying. It was
very traumatic.

Many reported currently being on their own
in their camp, with their relatives dispersed
around other camps, or in Athens. Meanwhile, a
number of women reported that their husbands
had moved onto another European country
and that they were hoping to be reunited there.
Notably, while 59.6% of respondents were
married, only 42.4% were in Greece with their
spouse. For women, the discrepancy was even
higher, with 73.2% being married, but only 46%
being in Greece with their husband. Nearly
10% of women surveyed were widowed.
One explained:

I need to join my family,
otherwise I don't know.
I have lost my husband
in Syria, he was killed.
I am sad and lonely and
scared here.

38

Married / with spouse in Greece
Women only

Article 12: No one shall be subjected to arbitrary interference
with his privacy, family, home or correspondence

PRIVACY

Those 24.3% of respondents who lived in a
so-called ‘IsoBox’ (container) at the time of the
research reported that they had a certain level
of privacy and family life. However, respondents
in the same camp who were residing in tents,
reported that they had very little space for
family life and no privacy.

The room is filled with
tents. Men, women and
children are in there all
together. It is difficult to
sleep at night because you
can hear everyone talk in
their tents.

Similar problems were reported at a number
of camps.
At another site, situated in an abandoned
factory, people lived either in tents or makeshift
rooms within an empty hall. Here, women
found the lack of privacy to be a particular
problem. Those living in makeshift rooms had
to make do with curtains for privacy, rather than
a solid door. Meanwhile, those living in tents
also discussed their fears of someone entering
their shelter at night.

Photo: Claire Veale
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Article 25 (1) :
Everyone has the right
to a standard of living
adequate for the health
and well - being of himself
and of his family, including
food, clothing, housing and
medical care and necessary
social services, and the right
to security in the event of
unemployment, sickness, d
isability, widowhood, old
age or other lack of
livelihood in circumstances
beyond his control

Article 25 (1): Everyone has the right to a standard of living adequate
for the health and well - being of himself and of his family...

Standard of Living

Only 3.6% of all respondents reported that
they were ‘completely satisfied’ with living
conditions in their camp, while 30.7% said they
were ‘completely unsatisfied’. The majority of
respondents lived in a tent (28.3%), an ‘IsoBox’
container (24.3%) or a concrete shelter (22.5%).

How satisfied are you with the living conditions?

Living conditions varied dramatically both
between different camps, and within
individual sites.
In one camp, located in a remote area, many
of the 600 residents had been moved into
'IsoBox' containers approximately one week
before the survey was conducted.
Meanwhile, another camp nearby hosted
approximately 300 residents in either tents
or makeshift rooms within an abandoned
factory hall. A third site in the area provided
accommodation for some 900 people in
UNHCR tents.
One of the largest camps near Athens hosted
more than 3,000 people - the majority living in
‘IsoBoxes’, with the exception of 40 to 50 Iraqi
Kurds who lived in tents under a barn-style roof.
Another camp, of similar size, saw people living
in tents within an abandoned sports stadium.

What type of shelter do you live in?

A reception centre in
southern Greece, hosting
just under 100 residents,
provided each family with
one room accommodating
from four to seven people.
Another centre in the same region featured
dorm-style rooms, while an associated camp
nearby hosted families in small, basic caravanstyle shelters.
Finally, a camp studied in north-western
Greece, towards the border with FYR
Macedonia, was characterised by particularly
alarming living standards, hosting the majority
of residents in tents.
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More than a third, 39.3%, or respondents
said their shelter leaked water when it rained.
The majority of those suffering from this
problem were housed in inadequate shelters,
for example the 40 to 50 Kurds living in tents
under a barn-style roof who reported getting
wet during a torrential downpour the
previous night.

Does your shelter let in water
when it rains?

Across all camps studied, only 18% of
respondents had access to a heater.

The majority therefore
kept warm using clothing
and blankets, which was
a great concern to many
as temperatures were
plummeting in the
run-up to winter.

How do you keep warm?
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This is how animals
live. Not humans.

Do you have your own bed to sleep in?

said one respondent, commenting on the
living conditions in a large camp near Athens.
Another, who lived in a smaller, remote camp
added, “Anyone coming from a war, any war, to
seek refuge, deserves humane conditions.”
Some 54.5% of respondents had their own bed
to sleep on, although this had not always been
the case. “I have a back ache due to sleeping in
the tents,” said one respondent. “We have been
sleeping on the ground for 8 months, before they
gave us beds.”
Meanwhile, only 26.6% said they had a secure
lock on their shelter or room, which also gave
rise to serious security concerns.

Do you have a secure lock on your
shelter / room?

While living conditions in the camps are alarming, there are
also a large number of refugees and displaced people who
have found themselves homeless on the streets in Athens. One
respondent said:

I used to live in a school squat
with my brother but was kicked
out around a month ago for a
silly reason. Now I stay in the
community centre during the day
where I get a meal to eat. I sleep
in the park with my brother. I
drink from the taps in the park.
Sometimes people who work in the
community centre ask me to stay
the night in their house but I don't
want to overstay my welcome.
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Water, Sanitation and Hygiene

Many camps featured
problems with hygiene and
sanitation. While the majority
described toilet facilities in
their camps as ‘OK’, some
19.7% described them as
‘very dirty’.

Moreover, 28.6% said they did not have enough
water to shower and wash. 58.5% did not have
access to hot water, and 60.7% said reported
they were unable to wash any time they
wanted. In one of the larger camps, women
respondents explained that there were too few
showers for all the residents.

Hot water was only
available to the first few
people to wash each day,
and many had concerns
about headaches due to
bathing in cold water.
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What are the toilets like?

Do you have enough water to
shower and wash?

Article 25 (1): Everyone has the right to a standard of living adequate
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Are you able to have a shower with
hot water?

Can you shower / wash yourself
anytime you want?

Why can't you shower anytime?
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A number of women reported
feeling unsafe using the toilets
and showers due to security
concerns - particularly at night.
One woman stated:

I don't go to the toilets at
night. It's too far, and I'm
too scared to go alone. I
have to wait till morning I couldn't sleep, the nights
felt like they were so long.

Further research findings relating to the safety
concerns of women and girls can be found in
Refugee Rights Europe’s gender-specific report
‘Hidden Struggles’ (January 2016).
Respondents living in sites across Greece
complained of various hygiene problems, from
having to wash dishes in their bathroom sink, to
infestations of rats and mice.
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Food and Water

The majority of respondents, 77.8%, were able
to access a full meal three times a day. However,
many described the food as extremely poor,
sometimes “inedible”.

How many times per day can you have a full meal?

In one of the larger camps,
residents reported that
rats and mice managed to
access food, even when it
had been stored carefully
in boxes and bags.
A number of camp residents expressed that
they would rather cook their own food, but
they did not have the resources to purchase
necessary ingredients. One woman told
researchers that meals provided by the camp
gave her daughters a stomach ache, to which
camp management responded, “don’t eat it if
you don’t like it.”

A day centre in Athens is working to provide
food to the many refugees and displaced
people living on the city’s streets. A Syrian
chef, who is also a refugee living in volunteer

accommodation, cooks
breakfast and lunch each day
for an average of 150 people.
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I developed all sorts of health
problems from living here. They
say I'm iron deficient and have a
blood problem but this was never
the case when I lived in Syria. I
blame everything on the lack of
nutrition in t his camp. It is no
wonder we are all sick.
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HEALTH ISSUES

Health issues and limited access to healthcare
emerged as major challenges for refugees
living in mainland Greece, with many reporting
experiencing constant health problems.

Have you experienced any health
problems in the camp?

In total, 73% of respondents had experienced
health problems during their time in the camp
- the majority due to the spread of contagious
diseases, unhygienic conditions inside the
camps, or a lack of effective treatment for
chronic diseases or existing health issues.
Meanwhile, a striking 20.1% of those who had
experienced health problems reported that
this was due to poor mental health or
emotional wellbeing.

Access to healthcare

Many of my health problems are
a result of extreme stress - even
the doctor at the camp said so
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In total, 79.4% of those who had experienced
health problems sought medical help - in most
cases offered by international NGOs inside the
camps or by the Greek hospitals through referral
from the camp doctor. Of those with experience
of healthcare, 51.9% rated it as ‘OK’, while
26.26% described it as either ‘bad’ or ‘very bad’.

Article 25 (1): Everyone has the right to a standard of living adequate
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What kind of health problems?
All Respondents

What kind of health problems?
WOMEN ONLY
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A lack of medical supplies
and treatment was among
the biggest concerns to camp
residents. Respondents
explained that paracetamol
was prescribed to treat most
medical concerns. The number
of doctors and their reception
hours were also perceived
as inadequate, as one camp
resident described it:

Another issue creating barriers
to healthcare was a lack of
translation services, which in
many cases caused delays
to treatment and created
unnecessary frustration. “I am
always the last to get help in the
hospital or to be seen by
a doctor, even though I get there
before others because I never
have a translator,” said one
respondent.

We need doctors
on camp also at
night. All the
NGO's leave at
sunset. If there
is an emergency
at night, we
have to wait
till 9am for
them to
come back.

Due to the limited services
offered in camps, any more
serious health issues need to
be treated in Greek hospitals.
However, access to these
facilities is complicated partly because patients must
be referred by a camp doctor,
but also because they tend to
be far away and require high
costs for both transportation
and treatment.

Did you seek medical help?
All Respondents

How would you describe the medical care that you received?
All Respondents
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Sexual and reproductive healthcare

Do you know where women can access
medical services for pregnancy?

Do you know where women can access
medical services for pregnancy?

All Respondents

WOMEN ONLY
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Many respondents reported that medical care
for pregnant women was insufficient. A number
reported experiencing delays before transferring
pregnant women to the nearest hospital. One
respondent explained:

My wife was pregnant and
she had complications in
her pregnancy. She could
have had a miscarriage;
they were so slow. It
took seven hours to get
to a hospital.

In each of the camps studied, with one
exception, at least one service provider reported
that they could give local access to 24-hour-a
day emergency maternal care. In all camps
but two, service providers said they could give
access to 24-hour-a-day emergency neonatal
care. However, one service provider reported,
“The services that are available for pregnant
women are purely symbolic. In practice, they are
entirely insufficient.”
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A lack of translation services in
hospitals made the experience
of childbirth traumatic for
some women - particularly
for first-time mothers, many
of whom were not properly
informed about the medical
procedures being conducted.

and similar, despite this being a common and
relatively easily-curable health problem among
pregnant and sexually active women.

Access to contraception proved to be equally
troublesome, since only 12% of women
interviewed privately knew where they could
access contraceptives. One woman explained, “I
avoid sexual relations because
I want to make sure that I don’t
get pregnant. I don’t know where
The majority of camp
to get contraception. The last
doctors were men, which
thing I need is a baby in this
situation!”
made many women hesitant

to disclose or seek
treatment for their
sexual or reproductive
health problems.
This is particularly
concerning given that 4.5%
of all respondents who had
experienced health problems
in the camp said that these
were linked to pregnancy.
For example, several women
told us that they were too
embarrassed to consult male
doctors about treatment
for urinary tract infections

In many camps, it appeared
that condoms were only
offered to men, effectively
excluding women from family
reproduction decisions. Some
women reported that they had
asked service providers for contraceptive pills or
the coil, but they requests had been declined.
Additional research findings relating to
motherhood, as well as sexual and
reproductive health more broadly, are
presented in Refugee Rights Europe’s
gender-specific report ‘Hidden Struggles’ also
based on our studies in Greek camps.

Article 25 (1): Everyone has the right to a standard of living adequate
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People with Disabilities

A number of respondents explained how there
are very few measures are in place to ensure
that people with disabilities are given the care
and services they require.
For instance, one mother reported that her son
with autism received no adequate care. “My ten
year old son has autism,” she explained. “I need
to leave here since my son needs special care. I
tried to leave to Italy from Greece. We took a boat
but the waves were over three metres high. It was
a miracle that we were saved and returned to
Greece. We need help.”

Another mother of four, herself
aged just 28, reported that her
six-year old son cannot speak.
A healthcare organisation
in the camp referred her
to a doctor in Athens who
scheduled an appointment
for five months’ time. One
respondent asked:

Is it not my son's right to
be able to speak? To get
the help that all other
kids get so that he can be
a proper man and live a
normal life? What makes
him less worthy than
every other child?
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The Elderly

By the same token, the research findings
suggest that very few measures are in place to
provide specific care and services for elderly
people. One older woman explained how she
stacked chairs, pieces of wood and blankets
against the entrance to her tent, as she did not
feel safe alone at night.

Another reported keeping
her mobile phone and
personal documents under
her pillow at night for security
reasons, but she was unable to
sleep properly because she felt
so unsafe.

Anyone coming from a war, any
war, to seek refuge, deserves
humane conditions.
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whether born in or out of
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same social protection

Article 25 (2): Motherhood and childhood are entitled to special
care and assistance. All children, whether born in or out of
wedlock, shall enjoy the same social protection.

MOTHERHOOD

74.3% of women who took part in the research
study were also mothers, which adds to the
complexities and struggles of camp life. Many
of them expressed deep concerns about going
through motherhood in the camp setting. One
woman said:

NGOs and volunteers have set up ‘mother and
child spaces’ and ‘female friendly spaces’ in
many camps, along with the opportunity to
attend activities/classes of their own. However,
some ‘female friendly spaces’ have a policy of
only allowing access to mothers with babies
younger than two years of age,
which excludes many from
using the facilities.

Life in camp is different for women
in comparison to men. Especially to
mothers because they are worried
about their children.

Another told our researchers, “Every day I cry,
because I am so worried about the future of my
child. I want her to be safe, that’s all I want. And
right now there is no certainty of that.”

As mentioned in the previous
section about healthcare,
33.9% of survey respondents
(both men and women) said
they did not know where a
woman could seek medical
care if pregnant. Almost a
quarter, 24.3% of women,
did not know where they could seek this type
of care. Meanwhile, 4.5% of respondents who
had experienced health problems reported that
these were linked to pregnancy. (See Access To
Healthcare section on P44).

Additional
research findings
relating to
motherhood, as
well as sexual
and reproductive
health more
broadly, are
presented in
Refugee Rights
Data Project's
gender - specific
report 'Hidden
Struggles' also
based on our
studies in
Greek camps.

I have to send my kids to school
every day in their pyjamas. As a
mother, this is real pain.
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CHILDHOOD

The low overall living conditions for refugees in
Greece - and extended periods spent in waiting
- are particularly unsuitable for children. “All my
children got sick,” said one woman, describing
how one suffers from apnoea and asthma,
another from calcium deficiency and kidney
problems, and a third from skin problems
and dermatitis - partly due to the poor living
conditions in the camp. One mother explained
that her children had not washed in 20 days,
and even then it was in cold water.
The overall lack of safety and security in the
camps (see above) raises specific concerns
for children. There are a significant number
of unaccompanied minors in many camps,
who are at heightened risk. A service provider
reported that unaccompanied boys were often
unwilling to move from tents to caravans or
their ‘IsoBox’ containers because they did not
want to live with other men due to fear of
sexual violence.
As previously mentioned, military jets
flying above camps is particularly upsetting for
children, who my associate these with traumatic
experiences in their country of origin.

Meanwhile, in a squat in
Athens, a Syrian man reported
that he was living in squalid
conditions with his 6-year-oldson, following the death of his
wife in Syria.

Some experienced issues accessing emergency
healthcare for their children. Another woman
explained, “I demanded an ambulance because
my baby couldn’t breathe. This wasn’t taken
seriously enough. Eventually [the service provider]

He expressed concerns for
his son as he was forced to
share a room with young
adult men who drink, smoke
and use drugs in the room,
teaching bad habits and
words to his son.
As mentioned in our report
‘Hidden Struggles’, many
women interviewed during
our research expressed deep
concern about the health of
their children, and felt that
the authorities were not doing
enough to redress
the situation.

called the ambulance, and then
I was kept with the baby for four
days in hospital in Athens”.

Women also reported issues
with securing basic needs, such
as infant formula, for their
children. One described how
she was referred to a major
healthcare service provider,
but was forced to wait for two
hours before being told to
come back tomorrow, without
any explanation for the delay. “I used to be a
dignified woman in Aleppo,” she said. “I’m from a
big family and we had money. I don’t know how to
beg. But my baby is hungry. What am I supposed
to do?”
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We always thought our kids
would be doctors or something
respectable when we were in Syria.
Now they have no education and no
chance for a future.
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Article 26 (1): Everyone has the right to education

Adults' education

The majority of respondents, 69.6%, said they
did not have access to any form of education.
Moreover, 30.4% said they ‘don’t speak any
English at all’ and 73.9% ‘don’t speak any
Greek at all’.

Do you have access to any form
of education?

While discussing this
topic, respondents in an
asylum reception centre in
southern Greece reported
that they had been waiting
for several months to
access Greek language
classes but without any
sign of advancement.
Others reported that they had the opportunity
to attend English language teaching offered by
volunteers. Meanwhile, researchers identified
several adults who engaged in informal peerlearning or were teaching themselves English.
In a different camp, an 18-year-old woman
reported that she had dropped out of school
due to language difficulties. She had been
provided with an interpreter at school for the
first two weeks, but found learning in this way
so difficult that eventually left the classes.
Women in another camp reported that they
were offered some Greek language learning by
volunteers, but illiterate women did not attend
since they didn’t understand how they could
learn without even knowing the letters of their
own language.

That man over there was an
architect and the one next to him a
lawyer. Now look at them.
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How would you describe your level of Greek?

How would you describe your level of ENGLISH?
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CHILDRENS' education

The amount and quality
of education provided
for children varied widely
between different camps. One
respondent told us that there
were few programmes for
children around the site. Her
daughter is now nine-years-old
and has “never stepped foot in a
classroom”.
In 2016, the Greek government
announced its aim to make
schooling available for all
refugee children in the country,
with the first children attending
local Greek schools in October.
However, many respondents
said they did not want their
children to participate due to
the “unwelcoming environment”.
One respondent said that

“the parents did not want refugee children” and
“children were fighting”, so her children no longer
participate in the programme.
Meanwhile, a number of mothers said they
chose not to send their children to school
because of the embarrassment of not being
able to clothe them properly. One respondent
explained, “I don’t know how much more
humiliation I can take. I have to send my kids to
school every day in their pyjamas. As a mother,
this is real pain”.
Others reported long waiting periods, or
transport issues interfering with schooling. One
service provider said,
“All the children are registered for the local school.
A bus was requested as it is a 30 minute walk
along the highway. But no bus was sent, so the
60 children from the camp were unable to go to
school.”

Parents reported that they
were concerned about their
children who just stay in
the camp the whole day with
nothing to do and so it might
affect negatively their
development and futures.
Poor hygiene levels within on-site facilities
also put mothers off sending their children to
classes. Another said she doesn’t want to send
her children to camp activities again because
each time they return with lice.
Meanwhile, service providers claimed that some
children did not want to go to school or learn
Greek because they are aiming to continue onto
a different European country. By this token,
researchers found that children in some camps
were teaching themselves German.

My kids need to go to school now. Not
later. Now. At least they should learn
English. They are wasting their time.
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Article 28: Everyone is entitled to a social and international order in which the
rights and freedoms set forth in this Declaration can be fully realized

Indeed, most respondents expressed a concern
about being stuck ‘in limbo’ Greece, facing
uncertainty and slow bureaucratic procedures.
The vast majority, 73.4% of respondents, said
they felt ‘very unhappy’ or ‘quite unhappy’ about
being in Greece.

Was Greece the country you wanted to
travel to when you left your country?

80% of respondents had been in Greece for
a period of eight months to more than one
year, and 54% of them had been living in their
current camp for seven months to more than
one year.
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TIME SPENT IN GREECE
ALL RESPONDENTS

42.59%

25.56%

1.85%

2.96%

2.59%

2.59%

6.30%

5.56%

2.59%

1.48%

1.48%

3.33%

1.11%

TIME SPENT IN GREECE
WOMEN ONLY

47.75%

30.63%

0.90%
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1.80%

2.70%

2.70%

3.60%

0.90%

1.80%

5.41%
0.90%

0.90%

0.00%

Article 28: Everyone is entitled to a social and international order in which the
rights and freedoms set forth in this Declaration can be fully realized

One respondent said:

Which country do you want to go to?
All respondents

They put so
much money on
improving the
living conditions
here in Greece
instead of
processing our
cases and helping
us to go to our
destinations.

Of the 278 respondents, only
3.6% said that Greece was their
target country when they left
their country of origin. Many
found themselves “stuck” in the
country due to the closure of
its northern border with FYR
42.1% - wanted to go to Germany. 7.6% were aiming to reach
Macedonia in March 2016, and Of the respondents who
the Netherlands, 7.2% Austria, 5.8% Sweden and 5.4% the
have since been waiting to
wished to move on from
continue to another country.
Greece, the majority - a total of United Kingdom.
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Why do you want to go there?
All respondents

Why do you want to go there?
WOMEN ONLY
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52.5% of respondents (69.9%
of women) wanted to carry on
to a different country in order
to be reunited with family
members, and 24.1% (18.6% of
women) to join friends.
Many expressed concerns
about not knowing what might
happen to them following the
official relocation process from
Greece. One man explained:

Similar concerns resulted in others attempting
to take matters into own hands. For instance,
a Syrian man explained, “Two months ago, a
group of eight of us tried to escape to Serbia. We
were on foot for about 20 hours and eventually
broke down from hunger. We were so desperate we
finally found a dog and ate it. We then got caught
and returned a few hours later.”
Residents were particularly concerned about
the uncertainty and lack of transparency
surrounding their claims for relocation. During

I live with my mother and
my pregnant wife. We
are afraid to apply for
relocation to Germany
since we might be
separated from my mother.

the long waits for their
claims to be processed
many found it difficult to
remain optimistic about the
future. One service provider
explained, “The people [in
this camp] thought when they
came that they’d stay for 10
days but it’s been nine months
- they want to know when they
will leave.”
Once again, many refugees
stalled in Greece are reported
to have paid smugglers

Do you have access to information
about rights and opportunities?
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to help them continue their journeys across
Europe. This exposes refugees - women and
girls in particular - to even greater risks of
violence and abuse, with many falling into the
hands of traffickers or disappearing while trying
to reach family in another European country.
Respondents also found that they had little
access to information about their rights or
European asylum law. Many said they would
not know what to say in their asylum interview,
while others reported that they did not know
whose advice they could trust.
75.4% of respondents (72.6% of women) did
not have access to information about their
rights and opportunities. Of those who said
they did have access to such advice, more
than half obtained this information from
informal sources, such as other refugees, family
members, volunteers in the camp, or similarly
unofficial information channels. Approximately
50% of respondents obtained such information
from official organisations in the camp, and
7.5% from the Greek government.

Do you have access to information
about European asylum law and
immigration rules?

Article 28: Everyone is entitled to a social and international order in which the
rights and freedoms set forth in this Declaration can be fully realized

Meanwhile, 68% of respondents (70.8% of
women) said they lacked access to information
about European asylum law and immigration
rules. Once again, around half of those who did
have access said that received this information
from informal sources, such as other refugees,
family members, or volunteers in the camp.
Approximately 50% acquired the information
from organisations in the camp, and around
10% from the Greek government.

Respondents living in remote areas found
that travelling to asylum interviews or other
appointments required complex logistics and
support from camp management .
However, some reported that this support was
lacking, which led to camp residents being late
for – and therefore missing their chance to
attend - asylum or relocation interviews. “One

Can you go back to your country of origin?

If offered money, would you go back to your
country of origin?

friend missed her interview
because the bus was delayed,”
explained one respondent.
“Now she is punished and they
do not give her new date for
interview. She is stuck.”

A family told
researchers
that they did
not trust the
official bus
service, so
were planning
on spending
their monthly
allowance on
a night in a
hostel in Athens
to minimise the
risk of missing
their interview
appointment.
Meanwhile, a couple living
in a different camp without
access to a free bus service
reported that each family
member - including their five
children - had been invited to
interview in Athens, an hour’s
drive from the camp, on seven
different dates. This made it
very difficult for the family to
afford transportation.
89.3% of respondents said
they could not go back to their
country of origin, 9.3% didn’t
know, and only 1.5% said they
would be able to return.
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Despite their desperate circumstances and
disillusionment regarding prospects for the
future, most respondents had high aspirations
and ambitious goals for their future in Europe.

What do you think would be your profession in Europe?
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I want to live in any
European country that
will give me dignity
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Profession before / Potential profession in Europe
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It is difficult for us
to stay all this time
without work. We want
to work, to provide for
our families, to use our
skills. What use are
we without work? It
would give us a sense
of purpose that we are
badly in need of.
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Conclusion

Ineffective EU policies have
forced a situation in Greece
in which tens of thousands
of refugees are trapped
in difficult conditions, in
a country that lacks the
asylum and humanitarian
infrastructure necessary
to manage such a caseload.

Conclusion
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Ineffective EU policies have forced a situation
in Greece in which tens of thousands of
refugees are trapped in difficult conditions
in a country that lacked the asylum and
humanitarian infrastructure necessary to
manage such a caseload.

The research showed that
the limited amenities in
this EU border country
cannot offer an adequate
response to the enormous
challenges associated
with accommodation of
displaced populations.
In order to reduce the harmful impact on
refugees’ physical and psychological wellbeing,
a number of urgent improvements are needed
at micro-level. This could take the form of
changes put into place within individual camps,
including improved living standards, hygiene
and sanitation, and access to education.
However, the research findings specifically
suggest there is also an urgent need to urgently
address the following matters at local and
national levels:
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Improve refugees’ access to information
and advice regarding the asylum and
relocation processes;

Allocate increased resources to
strengthening logistics related to asylum
interviews and similar meetings, ensuring
that refugees are easily able to attend these
critical appointments and proceed with the
process;

Make available an adequate number of male
and female interpreters - including with
relevant expertise - in each camp;

Ensure that all service provision is
gender-sensitive, in line with RRE’s
recommendations presented in the report
‘Hidden Struggles’ (January 2017).

Conclusion

Importantly, if we are to see meaningful change,
the above needs to be urgently accompanied
by effective, longer-term EU-level policy action
aimed at:

It’s clear that improvement is required at both
the local and national service delivery level.
Increasing the speed at which asylum claims
are expedited in Greece. In doing so, the
lengths of time during which men, women
and children are trapped in unhealthy and
harmful environments can be reduced.

Ensuring that the asylum process and
relocation mechanisms in EU countries
are underpinned by clearly demarcated
pathways, with adequate information and
advice mechanisms in place.

Making available sufficient statutory funding
to ensure that adequate legal advice,
medical and support services, and protection
frameworks are in place across all camps.

However, significantly
improving the
situation requires
major EU-level policy
change - characterised
by solidarity with aid
agencies, the Greek
authorities, and
refugees alike.
Such high-level engagement will help to
successfully unlock the situation in which tens
of thousands are trapped in limbo, facing
sub-par humanitarian standards and daily
human rights violations.
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"Nothing in this
Declaration may be
interpreted as implying
for any State, group or
person any right to
engage in any activity or
to perform any act aimed
at the destruction of
any of the rights and
freedoms set forth herein."
- Universal Declaration o f Human Rights, Article Thirty
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